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are due to intramolecular dipolar couplings. Intermolecular couplings are 

usually negligible due to rapid diffusion. As the number of protons 

increases~ an analysis of the spectrum may become intractable due to the 

many overlapping lines. Multiple quantum NMR simplifies the spectrum by 

reducing the number of lines in a given spectral width. For N protons 

the N~l and N-2 quantum transitions are usually sufficient to determine all 

dipolar couplings. Resolved transitions in lower orders may also be used 

to improve the analysis. 

II L EXPERIMENTAL 

The liquid crystal 4~cyano~4'-n-pentyl~d11-biphenyl (TC~N=23°C, 

TN_1~31°C) was synthesized by the procedure of Gray and Mosley [4] with a 

slight modification. An olefin which was produced as a side product from 

~he reduction of 4-bromo-4'-pentanoyl-d
9
-biphenyl was further reduced to 

5CB-d11 by platinum oxide and deuterium gas in ethyl acetate at atmospheric 

pressure. The isotopic purity was found to be approximately 98%. A sample 

of about 400 mg was sealed under vacuum in a 6 mm o.d. glass tube. All 

spectra were taken at a regulated temperature of 26.0°C. 

The spectrometer is a homebuilt Fourier transform instrument equipped 

with a persistent superconducting magnet operating at a proton Larmer fre-

quency of 182 MHz. A four pulse sequence (90~~ T, 90t, t 1 /2, 180y, t1/2~ 
90y 9 T) described elsewhere [3a} was used to acquire a multiple quantum 

free induction decay. A spin echo was produced by the 180 pulse and served 

to remove broadening due to magnet inhomogeneity. The multiple quantum 

orders were separated by time proportional incrementation of the r.f. phase 

[3a,b]. Fourier transforr:ntion of the s:ir;:1a1 yielde:J a 



that shown in ' 2 line intensities on the value of 

the '!: in the pulse sequence. magnitude obtained 

from different T values ensQres that the distribution will 

more closely resemble that 

process, 

from a completely non~selective excitation 

Six H)k multiple quantum free induction decays were obtained for values 

of 1: ranging from 0.4 to 1 4 msec. An increment of 1.0 vsec in defined 

the effective acquisition dwell time, The magnitude of 32k Fourier 

transforms were averaged to obtain the of Fig. 2. With this choice 

of para~eters~ the frequency resolution of the spectrum is 30.5 Hz. The 

L'>~::--a::e linewidth is approximately 120 Hz. 

IV. RESUL'l'S AliD ANALYSIS 

The multiple quantum spectrum. of 5CB~d11 is shown :i.n • 2. The one 

quantum is indeed very complex and impossible to analyze at this 

level of resolution. Expanded traces of tbe six and seven quantum regions 

are shown in Fig. 3. The stick spectra in that figure will be discussed 

below, To find the dipolar coupling constants, consider as a simple case 

the molecular fixed axis system of Fig. 4. We first assume the couplings 

are an average of the four equivalent conformations related by the dihedral 

~ (the angle of twist between the rings) [6~8). Since the two rings 

are asy:rnreetrically substituted, they may 'be distorted :from a phenyl ring 

geometry differently, This implies a permutation symmetry isomorphous with 

the point group for the proton spins. There are then a total of 12 unique 

dipolar couplings, Three order parameters may be obtained from the spectra. 

From group it may be shown that the number of lines in the 



N~l spectrum of N protons is to the number of distinct types of spins. 

By distinct it is meant that couplings to these form a distinct set. 

For the above choice of symmetry there are four distinct in the 

biphenyl group. This should give rise to four doublets in the seven quantum 

spectrum. In a similar manner it is that the six quantum spectrum 

should consist of forty-one lines (fourteen doublets, six triplets). If R~R' 

in Fig. 4~ then further symmetry of the biphenyl group leads to a prediction 

of a different number of lines. For this case a permutation group isomorphous 

with the point group is appropriate. There are then seven unique dipolar 

and only two independent order ·and (S -s ) , can be 
XX YY 

obtained from the spectra, We then predict four seven quantum lines (two doublets) 

and twenty-one six quantum lines (seven doublets~ three triplets). Comparing 

these results with Fig. 3 indicates that any asymmetry of ring distortion is 

small. We therefore use as a first approximation the n4 point group 

in our model for the biphenyl group symmetry. 

The experimental spectrum was fit to theoretical transition frequencies 

using the seven dipolar couplings as parameters in a least squares iterative 

computer program, The iterative portion of this program is similar to the 

LAOCN3 computer program [5], In addition, the program calculates allowed 

multiple quantum transitions based on the symmetry relations among the eigen-

states. If it is not necessary to calculate all orders for a fit, then the 

memory requirement of this program is much less severe than that 

of a conventional single quantum simulation and iteration. This is because 

those submatrices of the Hamiltonian actually involved in the transitions 

need to be diagonalized. A total of lines from the five~ six ar1d 

seven quantum orders were used in the iteration to a fit with an 

rms error of 26 Hz. The theoretical six and seven quantum line positions are 
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However~ NMR of and an of the quantum 

has that o is a reasonable value [11]. The rms 

deviation of the fit of calculated to observed couplings is than 

expected from experimental errors in the Dij's. The use of a benzene 

geometry for the phenyl rings contributes to the deviation. The couplings n
14 

and n23 are not equal within the experimental uncertainty and so ring 

distortion should be included in the model. In addition, slight splittings 

of lines in the seven quantum spectrum of Fig. 3 are evidence for deviations 

from the n4 symmetry assumed in this analysis. The inclusion of vibrational 

averaging of the nuclear coordinates is expected to further reduce the 

d~v:iation between the model and experimental coupling constants [2]. 

Before proceeding with a more detailed modeling of the biphenyl 

s~ructure, two aspects of the experiment require investigation. The first 

is the addition of deuterium decoupling to the multiple quantum pulse 

sequence. The use of the 180 pulse in the presence of proton~deuteron 

couplings will complicate the spectrum in its full analysis. There are 

several ways to approach this problem. Currently we are investigatir.g 

the use of double qu~~tum deuterium decoupling [12]. As the largest proton~ 

deuteron coupling has been estimated to be "'. 100 Hz [ 3a] 9 and the deuterium 

spectrum is approximately 50 kHz, the double quantum decoupling requirements 

are moderate. 

The second point involves the resolution of the multiple quantum 

spectrum. Obtaining all orders simultaneously increases the computer 

~~oruge required to maintain the frequency precision, One solution would 

involve the use of selective preparation of multiple quantum transitions 

[~3] which would reQuir~ thP acqu~s~t~on of ~nly one or scver~l o~ie!·~. 
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EXPERIMENTAL COUPLING CONSTANTS FOR 
4-CYAN0-4'-n-PENTYL-d -BIPHENYL 11 
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